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2.0 continuing education hours for engineers, contractors, designers and energy professionals

 
Course Description

Building-related engineers, designers, contractors and energy professionals likely encounter, hear
interest in or wish to consider solar energy in many modern projects whether in new designs or existing
buildings and homes.  One common type of solar is solar water heating, in which solar heat is used
directly to supply part or all of a building’s or home’s hot water energy need.  This course is designed
to familiarize students with 3 major types of solar thermal collectors and related major accessory
hardware.  Also presented are collector mounting options on-roof, on-wall and on-ground; how most
efficiently to chase pipes and wires from collector to heat exchanger; expected solar heat production
and system temperatures; pluses and minuses of each collector type; where to find and how to
compare collectors by physical dimensions and tested outputs.  Solar site analysis is explained, as well
as siting collectors to optimize heat collection monthly or yearly in the Ohio Valley.  Calculations are
presented showing how to size collector area and storage tank volume relative to estimated or actual
onsite hot water demands.

 
Learning Objectives
 

• Understand basics of solar thermal collectors, storage tanks and related components for
solar water heating in residential and light commercial applications

• Learn about solar site analysis as well as optimum tilt and orientation angles which can
sometimes be different from solar electric applications

• Become familiar with onsite hot water assessment, including options for hot water use
reduction, because how much solar collection area and storage volume relate directly to
needed or desired hot water volume

• Understand common system layouts, including typical space requirements from
commercial-scale to smallest home-scale 

• Learn that “Solar Rating and Certification Corporation” (SRCC, www.solar-rating.org)
lists certified solar collectors and packaged systems including physical dimensions,
weights and thermal performance ratings 

• Learn that “Homepower” magazine (www.homepower.com) is a helpful technical
resource offering well documented articles with detailed system layouts, component lists
and discussion about components, site selection, system design & installation decisions

• Gain awareness that many buyers want solar for more reasons than financial benefits


